


A letter from Gwen
Dear Playmate,

You’re amazing! I mean it! Most serious “grown ups” wouldn’t take play seriously 
enough to download a PDF on the subject. After all, we’ve been raised to think of 
play as a frivolous pastime, a distraction from serious business. 

Thanks Thanks to recent advances in play research, we now know that play is actually 
critical to our survival. Scientists have listed over 20 benefits to play. Play creates 
the foundation for health, happiness, education, innovation, social and emotional 
intelligence, flexibility and adaptability. We are wired for play not just because 
play keeps us alive but because it makes life worth living.

And And yet, most of us have paved over our Playground and turned it into a Proving 
Ground or a Battlefield. We think if we can just do enough, have enough, and be 
enough, then one day we’ll finally be able to relax and play…hopefully before we 
die. 

But postponing our play and living on the Proving Ground or Battlefield is not only 
stressful, it’s also a serious obstacle to our success. Not the success of finally 
winning big, but of having our gifts blossom in service to life. 

So insSo instead of asking yourself how you can become more successful on the 
Proving Ground, you might instead ask how you can unleash your playful spirit. 
Because when you do, every area of your life benefits.

When I realized I needed Play Rehab over a decade ago, I set out to learn 
everything I could about the transformative power of play. The Seven Paths to 
Play gives you the most immediate, practical ways you can begin to make play a 
priority. So fill the blank spaces on each page then fill your life with play. 

See See you on the playground!

With delight,



Use delight as your compass and only do something if it brings you joy. It’s the 

fastest way to get to the Playground. 

List at least three things you could do right now that would delight you? 

Pick one and just do it! 

Follow your Compass of Joy. Notice what people, activities, and ideas light you

up and stear yourself toward them! That might mean saving up for a trip to 

Egypt. or just taking the scenic route home, taking a new job for less pay or 

ordering the tuna sandwich at lunch. Wait for that inner “YES” that comes with a 

sense of relaxation and ease. The more you follow it, the clearer the signal gets. 

Be Spontaneous! Take the lid off and leap when the next playful impulse strikes. 

It might be It might be to give a flower to a co-worker who’s having a bad day or to hit the

beach for the weekend. Carpe Dium! 

    



#2
Design your life to incude play by making the time and space for it. Plant play 

dates it in your calendar, give yourself playful challenges, and design tiny habits 

that play throughout your day. Make the time and space for it! 

It’s bucket list time! Make a list of all the funnest things you’ve been 

waiting for an excuse to do. Now just pick one and make it happen. 

Schedule it! Because let’s face it, most of us are slaves to our calendar. Set up 

weekly play dates with a friend, learn to Tango, join a choir! Just love it and 

scheudle it. And if you need more unstructure time then block out whatever you

need and put the word, “something” in that slot. If someone asks if you’re 

available, just tell them you have “something” in your calendar.

                                                                             

alalready do. For example, after flossing, make a funny face in the mirror, or 

after sending an email, do a little happy dnace. You’ll be playing everyday.    



As Mary Poppins put it, “In any job that must be done there is an element of 

fun. You find the fun and - SNAP! - the job’s a game!” Playing on purpose 

turns chores, tasks, and unpleasant business into games.

•

•

•

HOW

#3.PLAY ON PURPOSE

What task have you been DREADING? Take this space to brainstorm how 

it could become a game. Would a sugary reward help? Or maybe a little 

friendly competition? What would the seven year-old in you want?

YOUR TURN

Find the Fun! Channel Mary Poppins and find that one element of fun, small

though it might be, and make it bigger. Set the intention before the task even 

starts. If you’re packing boxes for a move, indulge in a little creative taping. 

Weed through your emails to opera (okay, you choose the tune). Time to clean 

your apartment? Set up a co-cleaning Skype date with a friend.

Music matters! A good soundtrack can redeem almost anything. Make a 

special playlist for the occasion! Or sing and whistle while special playlist for the occasion! Or sing and whistle while you work.

Make it a Quest! Turn the really tough, big projects into epic quests! 1) Set

your mission; 2) identify your allies (inner and outer); 3) identify  your enemies 

(inner and outer) and; #4) give yourself points for every step you take.  



Install play in your kingdom so that it’s there on demand when you need it! 

Create a space that sparks your playful spirit and keeps play close at hand. 

•

•

•

Decorate for play! Go the whole nine yards and turn your space into your space

into a fantasy playhouse. Or just put up some pictures that tickle you, especially ones 

of your getting silly, like the one in that pink wig. 

Fill your toy chest! Surround yourself with your toys, whether it’s a guitar, a 

hoola hoop, a ping pong table or a puppy! Make sure they’re handy in case

of an emergency.

Subscribe Subscribe to play! If jello molds are your thing, subscribe to Jello Mold 

Weekly, sign up for the podcasts, and get the newsletter. Make sure a

regular dose of Jello Mold inspiration comes right to your inbox.

    

HOW

#4.PLAY ON DEMAND

What brought you joy as a child? Was it blowing bubbles? A song that 

made you dance? A certain Hawaiian shirt? Make a little list here. Then 

go out and get at least one item and put it in your work space. 

YOUR TURN



•

•

•

#5.PLAY BY INVITATION
Play builds trusting, delightful relationships! So invite everyone you know - family, 

friends, co-workers, clients, and yes, even competitors - to become playmates. 

What’s one thing you and your co-workers, team, or clients are working 

on right now that could use a little extra fun? What are three ways you 

can sprinkle it in? And who can you recruit as a co-conspirator?

HOW

YOUR TURN

Invite Play! Make the first move. It starts with a warm smile, which becomes 

a friendly nickname, which leads to a running joke, and pretty soon you’re

playing marshmallow dodge ball. A little playfulness can go a long way.  

Accept invitations! Encourage play wherever you find it. If somebody else 

tosses the first ball, keep the volley going. Be generous! Laugh at the jokes

and fan the play flames!  

MaMake Fun! Anytime two or more are gathered, it can be fun. Open and close 

meetings with a game. Get ideas from theater improv or invite the team to 

bring one. Try speaking in accents for the whole meeting. Create friendly 

competitions to go with challenging tasks. Invite your team to come up with 

games. Just sprinkle them in. 



•

•

•

#6.PLAY BY DISRUPTION
Disruptions are life’s way of reminding you to play. So make uncertainty your friend 

shake up your routine, stir things up around you, and welcome disruptions. You’ll 

feel more alive and free.

What is ONE routine you have that could use a little disruption? This week

surprise yourself and break it in a way you couldn’t have planned if you’d

tried. 

Disrupt yourself! Get out of your rut. Take the stairs instead of the elevator, 

wear bright colors if you’re used to pin stripes, strike up a conversation with 

a stranger if you’re used to bee-lining to work, and enjoy the new you.   

Welcome disruptions! When life ignores your plans with late flights, flash floods

twists in the market, or crashed computers, see it as a friendly reminder to relax, 

let go, and welcome the fact that you’re not actually in control. YAY! Above all, 

kkeep your sense of humor and look for what’s possible now.

Be the trickster! Stir things up when they get too rigid or serious. Provide some 

comic relief, an outrageous idea, a surprise water balloon break! The trick is to 

bring as much delight as disruption. Otherwise, it just pisses people off.  

HOW

YOUR TURN



•

•

•

Waking up to da many ways in which Da Mystery is always inviting you to play, will 

turn your world into an enchanted, friendly playground. It’s a shift of perception!

Make a list of five things that have amazed you today!

Stalk synchronicities! Those meaningful coincidences are little winks from the 

universe letting you know you’ve got a playmate in high places and you’re 

on the right track. Notice when you bump into just the right person at the right 

time or see a big sign that answers a question. Keep a synchronicity journal. 

They multiply when they know you’re watching.

Pick a card! Da Mystery communicates through symbols. Ask for guidance, then 

pick a pick a Tarot card, or throw the I Ching, or just open to a random page in a cook-

book and you’re likely to get some wise advice. 

Marvel at the Magic! Why is there anything and not nothing? How did an

invisible gas turn into broccoli, jellyfish, and YOU in just 13.7 billion years?

Notice the miracle of your existence and the beauty of the world around you!

#7.PLAY WITH DA MYSTERY

HOW

YOUR TURN



http://gwengordonplay.com/coaching/
http://gwengordonplay.com/play-groups-new/
http://gwengordonplay.com/unleashed-retreat/
http://gwengordonplay.com/work-as-play/
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